
SIGNATURE MATILDA

HYDRAFACIAL MATILDA              60 min    $4,200.00
Hydrafacial is a state-of-the-art facial treatment that blends advanced medical technology with
rejuvenating skincare techniques. This treatment provides immediate and noticeable results by cleansing,
hydrating, and nourishing the skin, resulting in a radiant and youthful complexion.

LINEAL TREATMENT                       2Hr         $4,815.00
Inspired by herbal traditions, we harness the diverse properties of mezcal and agave derivatives to provide
a purifying body experience. Our treatment exfoliates the skin and nourishes it with a body mask infused
with arnica, Mezcal Lineal, and other ingredients. Finally, we elevate relaxation to the highest level with a
massage using a holistic blend of oils crafted in-house.

WELL LIVING RITUAL                     2Hr        $4,900.00
Diamond Well Living is a curated collection aimed at elevating your day, an array of experiences where
you can discover the profound impact of touch: A tailored treatment that rejuvenates both body and
mind. An exfoliation that revitalizes your skin and invigorates your senses. A body mask that envelops you in
a sense of wellness.

MASSAGE AND SPECIALTY BODY WORK        

With a diverse range of modalities, our massage and bodywork sessions are tailored to meet your individual
needs. Our team of highly skilled specialists integrates a variety of healing techniques and nurturing touch
to deliver impactful results.

CUSTOM MASSAGE                    60min    $2,300.00           90min $3,000.00                       120min $3,600.00
Experience a blend of styles and techniques tailored to address your unique muscular needs and promote
relaxation. Feel the rejuvenating energy of a massage that uplifts your mood, with the option to choose
from low to medium pressure.

DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE                60min   $2,600.00          90 min$ 3,400.00
Applying focused pressure to specific areas of concern helps alleviate muscular tension, enhance flexibility,
and optimize athletic performance.

BALANCING MASSAGE                                                      90 min    $3,000.00
AIndulge in a special massage featuring quartz stones and carefully curated essential oils, chosen to
harmonize your energy centers (Chakras), promote blood circulation, and encourage the natural flow of
your energy. Additionally, these oils nourish your skin, leaving it feeling rejuvenated and refreshed.

HERBAL POULTICE MASSAGE                                            90 min    $3,000.00
Warm herbal packs, when applied with massage movements, not only nourish the skin but also provide
soothing relief to sore muscles.
    
THAI MASSAGE                                                                  90 min    $3,000.00
Active stretching, mobilization, and compressions are employed to enhance posture, align the body, and
induce relaxation.
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FACIALS

We offer facial treatments that deliver both immediate results and long-term benefits, utilizing a deep
cleaning, repair, and restoration approach. Our treatment lines include the advanced dermatological
formulations of Natura Bissé and Primavera, which boast high concentrations of highly effective ingredients.
These treatments result in unparalleled improvement in both the function and appearance of the skin.

CUSTOM FACIAL               60 min   $3,000.00
REVITALIZING: This treatment reverses the aging process by reactivating healthy cells and nourishing the skin.
CALMING: Soothes irritation, reduces redness, and strengthens sensitive skin.
VITAMIN C: Reduces sun damage, brightens the complexion, and rebuilds collagen.

PURIFYING                         75 min   $3,610.00
Multiple stages of detoxification enhance cellular turnover, boost resistance to stress, and combat
premature aging.

RE-SCULPTING                  90 min  $4,000.00
Diminishes fine lines and wrinkles while enhancing firmness, tone, and texture.

BODY SCRUBS AND WRAPS                  1Hr30 minutes    $4,400.00
Purify, soften, and smooth the skin, preparing it to receive the full benefits of wrap treatment
products. Experience a remarkable transformation in the look and feel of your skin, restoring
health and vitality to your body. Choose from our exclusive hand-blended apothecary
formulations, crafted from locally sourced artisanal ingredients:

DECOMPRESS: Coconut, Vanilla, and Lavender scrub paired with a Lavender and Rosemary
wrap.
ENERGY: Sage, Cornmeal, and Lemon scrub paired with a Ginger and Lemon wrap.
RECOVER: Sea Salt, Juniper, and Rosemary scrub paired with a Green Clay and Spirulina
algae wrap.

FITNESS EXPERIENCE                              60min $ 1,800.00       90 min $ 2,400.00
Personalized yoga or meditation classes are available for individuals or couples.
 
                                                                          

BEAUTY SERVICES 
TREATMENT FOR FEET AND HANDS:                                         90 MINUTES, $1,800.00 
HAIRSTYLING AND MAKEUP:                        APPROXIMATELY 90 MINUTES, $3,800.00
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INTEGRATED WELLNES EXPERIENCES

To acquaint you with our integrated treatment philosophy, we've curated suggested experiences tailored
to resonate with your specific needs or current state of mind.

DECOMPRESS                 2 hours     $3,690.00
Tranquility and serenity foster complete relaxation and align the body and mind for equilibrium. 
• Hammam Ritual               • Aromatherapy Massage

RECOVER                         2 hours     $4,576.00
A dual emphasis on detoxification and replenishment to rejuvenate the body and revitalize the mind
. • Detoxifying Bath             • Sea Salt, Juniper, and Rosemary Scrub               • Green Clay and Spirulina
Wrap

ENERGY                           2.5 horas     $5,280.00
Revitalize your depleted energy and vitality from the stresses of modern life. 
• Thai Massage                   • Revitalizing Facial

INDULGE YOURSELF MORE...

Add a final touch of relaxation to your treatment:

HAMMAM RITUAL                              30 min  $1,190.00
Aromatherapy steam and self-administered body scrub can be enjoyed either as a standalone treatment
or as the beginning of a longer spa experience.

HEAD AND SCALP TREATMENT         30 min  $1,400.00
An energizing treatment that targets pressure points on the head and neck to release tension,
accompanied by a nourishing aromatherapy treatment for the hair and scalp, leaving it silky and shiny.

FOCUS MASSAGE                             30 min  $1,400.00
Concentrated work on specific areas of the body. 

ORGANIC FACIAL                              30 min  $2,100.00
Oxygenates and cleanses the skin, leaving it luminous and radiant, while providing hydration.

PLEASE SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT FOR ALL SERVICES. THE SERVICES WILL BEGIN AND END AT THE APPOINTED
TIME OUT OF RESPECT FOR ALL OUR CLIENTS. 
All prices include VAT and are quoted in the local currency (Mexican Pesos), with taxes included.
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